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Abstract: This paper excavates tourist decision-making mechanism under the real-time tourist
flow diversion scheme (RTFDS) and evaluates the tourist flow diversion effect of RTFDS. To meet
the objectives, the stated preference survey and tourist flow survey of the Summer Palace were
implemented. The tourist behavior adjustment model and tourist flow diversion simulation model
were established. The results show that: (a) For core tourist spots, 66.5% and 16.5% of tourists will
choose “behavior adjustment” and “no longer adjustment” under RTFDS, these behavior adjustments
all shorten tourists’ residence time in tourist spots; (b) When the tourist congestion perception degree
equals 4 or 5, tourists tend to adopt behavior adjustment or the individuals adopt no longer adjustment
instead of cognitive adjustment when they face low tourist congestion perception degree, which equals
1 or 2; (c) When core tourist spots’ residence time is reduced by 10% and 20%, there are 60% and 73%
time nodes where core tourist spots’ tourist flow density is less than or equal to the condition of null
information, there are 73% and 60% time nodes where periphery tourist spots’ density is more than
the condition of null information. The simulation results showed that some tourists could be guided
from core tourist spots to periphery tourist spots through releasing RTFDS information. The research
can provide theoretical support for the implementation of RTFDS, and alleviate the congestion inside
the tourist attraction.

Keywords: transportation; real-time tourist flow diversion scheme; tourists’ behavior adjustment;
spatial-temporal distribution of tourist flow; tourist flow diversion simulation model; multinomial
logit model

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

With the improvement of people’s living standards and the rapid development of the tourism
industry, there are significant increases on holiday travel demands. The “over-tourism” problem has
gradually become a concern of managements and scholars all over the world. The conditions in Beijing,
China, Venice, Italy, Barcelona, Spain, Amsterdam, Netherlands, and New Zealand were analyzed,
the problems caused by over-tourism were also exposed, such as reducing the comfort and satisfaction
of tourists, threatening the UNESCO World Heritage status of the tourist attraction, affecting the
life quality of local people, and threatening the environmental sustainability of destinations [1–6].
Based on a qualitative survey of 80 stakeholders in 13 European cities, Koens et al. pointed out that
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“over-tourism” is a multi-dimensional and complex problem. The “over-tourism” problem should not
only be regarded as a tourism problem or a city problem, but also be observed and solved by researchers
in various disciplines from a perspective of broader social and urban development [7]. In the disciplines
of traffic engineering and science of decision making, some scholars and management departments have
carried out some research to adjust and control tourists’ decision-making behavior and balance tourists’
spatial-temporal distribution, such as redistributing the existing parking resources, releasing the
information of staggered shifts, adjusting the road toll discount on holidays, and implementing tourist
flow control schemes (TFCS) [8–13].

A large number of tourists gather in some popular tourist attractions, which results in the tourist
number exceeding the carry capacity of tourist attractions. In famous tourist attractions, influenced
by travel strategy, information release, tourist preference, and other reasons, tourists always gather
in core tourist spots, while few tourists visit periphery tourist spots. Taking the Summer Palace as
an example, which is a 5A tourist attraction in Beijing, China, the spatial-temporal distribution of
tourist flow is shown in Figure 1. Tourists mainly gather at some entrances (e.g., North Palace Gate,
East Palace Gate) and some core tourist spots (e.g., Long Corridor, Hall of Happiness, and Longevity),
while the tourist flow in periphery tourist spots (e.g., Garden of Harmonious Virtue, Wenchang Gallery,
Farming, and weaving map) is rare. In this study, “core tourist spot” refers to the tourist spot with
high popularity, high tourism satisfaction, and superior geographical location, “periphery tourist spot”
refers to the tourist spot with lower popularity and periphery geographical location [14,15]. Short-term
highly aggregated tourist crowd not only causes the decline of tourists’ satisfaction, but also induces
safety accidents such as stampede, which puts pressure on the management of tourist attraction [12].
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It is very important for the traffic network in the tourist attraction to have the ability to deal
with various tourism emergency events such as traffic accident, short-term highly aggregated tourist
crowd [16]. There is still much room for improvement in the management and service in response
to emergencies, and the effectiveness and timeliness of the implementation of tourism security
service schemes needed to be reinforced [17]. The China National Tourism Administration (CNTA)
promulgated the Guidelines for the measurement of carry capacity of tourist area (referred to as Guidelines)
on January 9, 2015, which stipulated that tourist attractions should count the instantaneous and
daily maximum carrying capacity. The real-time monitoring, tourist flow control schemes (TFCS),
early-warning are suggested to control tourist flow [12]. According to the guidelines, many tourist
attractions have carried out some TFCS, such as entrance tourist flow control scheme (ETFCS),
ticket reservation diversion scheme (TRDS), real-time tourist flow diversion scheme (RTFDS), and
emergency diversion scheme (EDS). A complete tourist travel stage includes pre-trip, en route, and
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travel in the tourist attraction [18]. At each travel stage, different TFCSs have been implemented. In
the stage of traveling in the tourist attraction, managements want to induce tourists transfer from the
crowded tourist spot to the uncrowded one through RTFDS. In RTFDS, the real-time tour information is
released to tourists via Light Emitting Diode (LED) display screen, broadcasting, official platform, and
other media. The released tourist information includes tourist flow congestion information and tourism
attribute information (e.g., ornamental value, popularity, and the information of tourists’ visit frequency,
etc.) of tourist spots, and tour recommendation information (e.g., tour route recommendation under
congestion state, etc.). The above tourist information can affect and regulate tourists’ decision-making
behavior such as the residence time of each tourist spot, visiting sequence of tourist spots, and further
affect the spatial-temporal distribution of tourist flow in the tourist attraction.

1.2. Research Motivation

With the progress of the advanced traveler information system (ATIS), travel information affects
individual travel behavior at different aspects [19]. Information plays an important role in the process
of individual travel decision, and its influence is widely discussed [17,19–21]. Some tourists have
intention to adjust their destination, tour route, and visiting time in holidays to improve their tourism
experience. Furthermore, the number and spatial-temporal distribution characteristic of tourists can
be collected by ATIS, so that the managements of tourist attractions can take some schemes to alleviate
traffic congestion, improve service level and efficiency. The real-time tourist flow diversion scheme
information (RTFDSI) system is one of the core elements of ATIS.

However, only a few studies have explored how RTFDSI affects tourist decision-making behavior,
alleviates holiday traffic congestion and enhances tourist experience.

Therefore, there are still many problems to be studied and solved:

• What is the interactive relationship among tourist information demand, RTFDS, and tourists’
decision-making behavior?

• What are the main factors that affect tourists’ behavior adjustment under RTFDSI and their
sensitivity? How much is the effect of RTFDS on tourists’ behavior adjustment?

• What measures can be taken to adjust and optimize RTFDS dynamically?

The essence of the above problems is to capture tourists’ information demand, and tourists’
behavior adjustment mechanism under RTFDSI. Therefore, it is necessary to formulate an effective
RTFDS, clarify the mechanism of tourists’ behavior adjustment, and establish tourists’ behavior
adjustment model under RTFDSI and the tourist flow diversion simulation model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes relevant literature on RTFDS
and impact on tourists, tourists’ behavior adjustment under congestion conditions, and tourist behavior
simulation research. Section 3 explores the mechanism of tourists’ behavior adjustment under RTFDSI.
In Section 4, the methodology of describing and calculating the multinomial logit (MNL) model is
provided. Section 5 contains the revealed preference (RP) and stated preference (SP) survey. A case
introduction and description of the survey data obtained from questionnaires under RTFDSI are
analyzed. Section 6 explains the meaning of the variables used in the MNL model. The estimation
results of the model are preliminary presented. The rules of tourists’ behavior adjustment in every
tourist spot in the Palace Area under RTFDSI are revealed. Based on the tourist flow diversion
simulation model, the effect of RTFDS on balancing the spatial-temporal distribution of tourists in the
tourist attraction is analyzed. Finally, theoretical and managerial implications and suggestions for
future research are given in Section 7.
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2. Literature Review

2.1. RTFDS and Impact on Tourists

At present, the CNTA, scholars, and managements have carried out some research on the
implementation of RTFDS and its information release mode. The guidelines pointed out that the
management of tourist attractions should set up electronic display screens to show the tourist flow
distribution inside the tourist attraction, and facilitate tourists to choose the next tourist spot [12].
Some tourist attractions have carried out RTFDS, Huangshan Mountain (5A level) and Huangya Cave
(4A level) have built LED display screen, broadcast, and other information release systems to timely
release the tourist flow information of each tourist spot in peak hours. Tourists can proactively adjust
their tour plan (e.g., the sequence of tourist spots, residence time of tourist spots) according to the
released information, which can balance the tourist flow distribution among tourist spots [22,23].
For the identification and collection of tourist flow information of each tourist spot in the tourist
attraction, some scholars pointed out that RFID technology can get the information they need [24,25].
In addition to releasing RTFDSI to tourists, some scholars also studied tour route design and tourism
cost information release. Han et al. put forward a tour route optimization design model considering
tourists’ congestion perception. The model can reasonably plan tourist spots visiting sequence, improve
tourists’ tourism benefits (e.g., satisfaction degree, travel time, tourist congestion perception degree),
and guaranteed the tourism safety of the tourist attraction [26]. O’Hara proposed a self-adaptive
tour route recommendation model for multiple tourist groups traveling in multiple destinations.
The simulation results showed that the model could reduce the average waiting time of tourists, and
avoid congestion [27]. Sidi proposed an interactive map based on scalable vector graphics (SVG).
Tourists can use the map to find the shortest and the least uncrowded path [28]. For the information
release of tourism cost, Wanhill discussed the possibility of eliminating the congestion of tourist spots
by releasing the waiting time cost information to tourists, and used price attraction to allocate tourist
resources [29].

To sum up, for RTFDS, some work has been carried out on theoretical research and management
practice. However, the information release mode of RTFDS needs to be further studied, including
information release content, information form, location, media, frequency, scope, etc. In addition, there
are few studies which focused on the interaction relationship between RTFDS and tourist needs, it is
difficult to quantify the impact of RTFDS on tourist experience and behavior adjustment, and evaluate
the effectiveness of RTFDS.

2.2. Tourists’ Behavior Adjustment

When facing the crowded tourist attraction or tourist spot, tourists tend to maintain their
satisfaction through behavior adjustment. Some scholars studied the modes of behavior adjustment,
the characteristics of tourists who prefer to adjust behavior, and the factors which affect tourists’
congestion perception and behavior adjustment. For behavior adjustment, Anderson and Brown,
Hammitt and Patterson, Manning and Valliere insisted that tourists’ behavior adjustment modes
mainly included transfer, rationalization and product conversion [30–32]. Shailes et al. indicated
some domestic tourists tend to avoid congestion by adjusting the route and departure time [33].
Zhang constructed a congestion-adjustment model, and concluded that tourists’ congestion adjustment
behavior mainly includes cognitive adjustment, behavior adjustment, and time adjustment [34].
Le used the route search data and GPS driving path data to analyze the stopover behavior of returning
drivers [35]. The characteristics of tourists who prefer to adjust their behavior were analyzed and
discussed. Shailes et al. found that the domestic tourists who have more vehicles and have visited the
area before have preference to avoid traffic congestion in travel planning [36]. Based on the multinomial
logit model, Wang indicates female tourist, tourists with low monthly income, and tourists with many
companions mainly tend to ignore congestion; tourists with high monthly income and tourists who
visited the tourist attraction many times mainly tend to change their destination [37]. Some scholars
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focus on the factors which affect tourists’ congestion perception and behavior adjustment. Based
on the structural equation model, Zhu et al. pointed out that tourists’ attitude, subjective norm
(e.g., family and friends, new media), and perceived behavior control (e.g., lacking of abundant time,
preferential travel costs) have significant influence on the intention and behavior of avoiding travel
during rush-hour on holidays [9]. Han et al. discussed the feedback mechanism among tourism
information release mode, tourists’ congestion perception and behavior adjustment. The results
showed that tourism information variables in the tour stage (e.g., the content of congestion information
release, residence time of tourist spots, etc.) had a significant impact on tourists’ congestion perception
and behavior adjustment [37]. Zhang hold the view that behavior adjustment was influenced by both
tourists’ own factors (e.g., socio-economic characteristics, tourism experience, tourism motivation,
preferred landscape type, congestion expectation, tourist temperament), and external objective factors
(e.g., bad behavior characteristics of other tourists, facilities and services of the tourist attraction) [34].
Based on the data analysis of questionnaires, Jin et al. pointed out that nationalities and motivation
(e.g., self-development/novelty, kinship/relax) were related to tourists’ congestion perception [38].

To sum up, the current research has analyzed the interactive influence relationship between
tourists’ adjustment behavior and congestion perception. However, very few studies investigate how
RTFDSI affects tourists’ behavior adjustment choices. The influence mechanism between RTFDSI usage
and tourists’ decision-making behavior has not yet been excavated.

2.3. Tourists’ Behavior Simulation

In order to guide the management and planning of tourist attractions, some scholars have
simulated the current and the future situation of tourist flow spatial-temporal distribution, and the
effect of TFCS. Lawson used the computer simulation model to generate a comprehensive picture
of existing tourists utilize conditions, so that the management can fully and effectively understand
the spatial-temporal characteristics (e.g., when, where, how many tourists enter the area, and where
to go) of tourists in the Inyo National Forest. The spatial-temporal characteristics of tourists can
guide the management and planning of the tourist attraction [39]. Zhang developed a tourists’ spatial
behavior simulator which uses GIS to manage spatial data and analyze and display simulation results
on the basis of studying the characteristics of tourists’ spatial behavior. The multi-agent system was
also used to simulate tourists’ spatial behaviors to protect and manage the tourist attraction [40].
Based on GIS and multi-agent system technology, Zhang constructed a tourist behavior simulation
system considering the spatial recreation behavior of tourists and the environment of tourist attraction.
The system can help to plan and manage the tourist attraction [41]. Since the core tourist spots in the
tourist attraction are easy to gather a large number of tourists, some tourist attractions have carried
out TFCS, and some scholars used the simulation model to analyze the effect of TFCS. For example,
Li built a tourist simulation system by Agent technology, and analyzed the effects of residence time
regulation scheme and upstream diversion regulation scheme on the diversion of tourist flow [42].

In conclusion, the current simulation research mainly focuses on analyzing the spatial-temporal
distribution of tourists, which can guide the management and planning of the tourist attraction
(e.g., layout of tourist facilities, design of tourist routes, planning of transportation facilities, protection
of tourist resources, etc.). In addition, few scholars use simulation tools to analyze the implementation
effect of TFCS. RTFDS is a kind of TFCS, RTFDS aims to release RTFDSI (e.g., tourist flow of tourist
spots, tour recommendation information, etc.) to tourists, make some tourists proactively shorten the
residence time at core tourist spots with high tourist congestion perception degree. Sometimes RTFDS
can induce tourists transfer from core tourist spots to periphery ones based on their own congestion
perception and tourism experience. The current research on TFCS inside the tourist attraction is
less based on the premise of tourist spots classification. In fact, firstly, the tourist spots should be
divided into core tourist spots and periphery tourist spots according to tourist spot’s popularity,
tourism satisfaction, and geographical location, and only core tourist spots need to divert tourist flow.
Besides, the current research focuses on how to reduce the tourist flow of core tourist spots through
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TFCS, does not analyze whether TFCS can achieve the equilibrium distribution of tourist flow in
each tourist spot, that is, whether the tourist flow of core tourist spots can be diverted to periphery
tourist spots through TFCS. Moreover, tourists should be divided into individual tourists and group
tourists; there are differences in tourism behavior characteristics (e.g., residence time, speed, and
transfer probability among tourist spots) between them, and few scholars distinguish these two tourist
groups in the tourist simulation model.

2.4. The Main Contribution

In light of the three parts mentioned above, the contribution of this study is three-fold: (1) It
makes an initial attempt to determine the information release content of RTFDS based on the needs of
tourists and the managements of tourist attractions; (2) After discussing tourists’ behavior adjustment
mechanism under RTFDSI, the tourists’ behavior adjustment model under RTFDSI was established,
the key factors and their levels that influence tourists’ behavior adjustment were analyzed. Based on
the model, tourists’ behavior adjustment probability value in each tourist spot of the Palace Area was
obtained; (3) The tourist flow diversion simulation model under null information and RTFDSI were
respectively established to measure the impact of RTFDS on balancing the spatial-temporal distribution
of tourists in tourist attraction. The research can provide a theoretical support for the implementation
of RTFDS, information release, and the improvement of tourist experience.

3. Tourists’ Behavior Adjustment under RTFDSI

3.1. RTFDS and Its Information Release

In recent years, with the progress of the advanced traveler information system (ATIS), the tourist
flow information (e.g., the number and spatial-temporal distribution characteristic of tourists) can be
collected through RFID, video monitoring, etc. Then RTFDS can be made and executed, and some tour
recommendation information (e.g., tourist spots, tour routes) can be released to tourists. As we all
know, travel information affects individual travel behavior at different aspects. Some tourists have
intention to adjust their destination, tour route, and visiting time on holidays to improve their tourism
experience. If tourists can obtain RTFDSI, sometimes tourists would like to proactively shorten their
residence time in core tourist spots with high tourist congestion perception degree or transfer from
core tourist spots with high tourist congestion perception degree to periphery tourist spots with low
tourist congestion perception degree. Hence, the RTFDSI system has become one of the core elements
of ATIS, which is widely applied in tourist attractions in China.

For the information release content of RTFDS, it needs to integrate the information needs of
tourists and management of tourist attractions. For tourists, when visiting tourist attractions, they often
are concerned about the tourism attributes of tourist spots, such as the ornamental value, popularity,
and tourists’ visits frequency information. For tourists who are sensitive to congestion, they will also
be concerned about the tourist congestion perception degree of tourist spots. For the managements of
tourist attractions, they hope to release the tourist congestion perception degree information of tourist
spots, make tourists transfer from tourist spots with high tourist congestion perception degree to tourist
spots with low tourist congestion perception degree, and realize the equilibrium spatial-temporal
distribution of tourist flow among tourist spots. Therefore, comprehensively considering the needs of
tourists and management of tourist attractions, this paper selected tourist spots’ tourist congestion
perception degree and tourist spots’ recommendation index as the release content of RTFDS, in which
the tourist spots’ recommendation index was the comprehensive index determined by the tourist spots’
ornamental value, popularity, and the information of tourists’ visit frequency [43,44].
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3.2. Tourists’ Behavior Adjustment under RTFDSI

In order to get a better tourism experience, tourists want to get tourism information, especially all
kinds of tourist flow control scheme information (TFCSI), to make tourism decisions and adjust travel
behavior. The mechanism of tourists; behavior adjustment under RTFDSI is shown in Figure 2, and
includes three stages: information acquisition, perception, and congestion evaluation stage, behavior
adjustment initiation stage, and behavior adjustment stage.
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(1) Information acquisition, perception, and congestion evaluation stage

In the process of touring, tourists mainly perceive and evaluate the congestion of external
environment through vision and touch. In the aspect of vision, tourists often evaluate the congestion
of external environment by observing the tourist flow density and RTFDSI content (e.g., tourist spots’
tourist congestion perception degree, tour recommendation information, tourism cost information,
etc.). In the aspect of touch, tourists evaluate the congestion of external environment by squeezing
and collision.

(2) Initiate behavior adjustment stage

Due to the evaluation result of congestion perception, tourists’ socio-economic attributes (e.g., age,
education, etc.), tourism behavior attributes (e.g., number of visits, tour guide methods), and information
demand attributes (e.g., information content, information release location, etc.) of RTFDS, tourists will
decide whether to initiate behavior adjustment.

(3) Behavior adjustment stage

A large number of tourists gather in a tourist spot in a short time, which will lead to a higher
perception of congestion, tourists’ experience is not good and they are in an unbalanced state.
Heider believed that everyone would follow a psychological rule— the balance theory during
decision-making procedure. When people feel balanced, they will have a positive psychological
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experience and positive behavior. When the relationship between people and other things is in
an unbalanced state, the experience will be unpleasant. The unpleasant experience can become a
motivation, driving people to adjust and transform the unbalanced state into a balanced state until
reaching psychological balance [45]. To improve tourism experience, tourists can adopt cognitive
adjustment, behavior adjustment, and no longer adjustment strategies under RTFDSI, as shown in
Figure 2. The cognitive adjustment is a way of psychological adjustment. Tourists can maintain a
high satisfaction degree by ignoring congestion or adjusting their own preferences and expectations;
they will choose “continue to visit the tourist spot and will not shorten residence time”. However, with
the increase of congestion in the tourist spot, tourists will not be able to maintain a certain satisfaction
degree through cognitive adjustment; at this time, tourists will tend to adjust their behavior, they will
choose “continue to visit the tourist spot and will shorten residence time”. Some tourists cannot
tolerate the current congestion state of the tourist spot; they will directly “leave the current tourist spot
immediately”, no longer adjust. It can be seen that tourists will take a series of adjustment behaviors
under different congestion conditions of tourist spots. The above adjustment behavior will affect
tourists’ experience and the tourist flow status of each tourist spot inside the tourist attraction, and then
change the spatial-temporal distribution of tourists in the tourist attraction.

The travel behavior adjustment choice under RTFDSI is a complex decision-making process,
which is affected by many factors, such as tourists’ individual characteristics, and tour characteristics.
Each tourist’s individual characteristics has an influence on choice behaviors, such as gender, education
level, and occupation, which are caused by cultural differences [37]. Tourist demand was considered
when the influence factor of behavior adjustment was analyzed, which will help us to understand
and explain the differences in travel behavior adjustment choices under RTFDSI among tourists with
different characteristics.

When tourists choose their behavior adjustment, they usually are determined by some factors
such as tourism plan and previous tour experiences. Various tourism information contents and
release methods have direct or indirect effects on tourists’ choices. RTFDSI should be considered as
significant variables during the mechanism analysis of tourists’ decision-making process. It becomes
more scientific and reasonable to explain the tourist’s travel choice under ATIS by introducing RTFDSI
variables into the decision-making process.

The factors influencing tourists’ decision-making behavior under RTFDSI are the following:
(1) RTFDSI’s relevant content, including the tourist congestion perception degree, ornamental value,
popularity, and tourists’ visits frequency information of tourist spots; (2) Tourists’ socio-economic
attributes (e.g., age, education level, etc.), congestion perception, and tourism behavior characteristics
(e.g., the number of visits, tour guide mode). (3) Tourists’ desirable information release position,
content, information manifestation form of RTFDS.

Then, the question is: what aspect of RTFDS will affect the tourist’s choice? How does it work?
In addition, which plays an important role? What is the correlation between different aspects of RTFDSI
and tourists’ behavior adjustment choice? Next, we need to quantify the relationship among specific
RTFDS, RTFDSI, and tourists’ behavior adjustment choice.

4. Methodology

4.1. Framework of Multinomial Logit Model

There are many discrete decision-making processes existing in tourists’ travel and tourism stage,
such as destination selection, tourism time selection, travel mode selection, tourism decision-making
behavior under congestion situations, etc. Analyzing tourists’ behavior adjustment rule and influencing
factors in different situations can help understand tourists’ selection preference and tourism demand.
It also can improve the management of tourist attractions, such as tourism information release,
charge management, travel mode optimization, brand marketing management, etc.
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At present, many scholars used a variety of models to depict tourists’ discrete choice behavior,
the most widely model was ogit discrete choice model, including multinomial logit (MNL) model,
nested logit (NL) model, mixed logit model, etc. Some scholars used logit model to research tourism
destination selection [46–49], tourism time selection [11], travel mode selection [50,51], tourists’
revisiting behavior [52,53], tourists’ consumption behavior [54], tourists’ decision-making behavior in
congestion situations [55], etc. In these models, tourists will face no less than two selection schemes.
When facing many selection schemes, tourists will make a decision according to the random utility
maximization rule [56,57], that is, they will choose the selection scheme with the largest total utility
from all selection schemes. Logit model can reveal the behavior rule of decision-makers. The factors
that really affect the behavior of decision-makers can be determined by analyzing the symbol, size, and
significance of the estimated parameters. For different types of people, the differences between groups
can be compared. The willingness to pay for goods, facilities and policies of decision-makers can be
estimated. Differences between before and after caused by changes in factors, policy implementation,
and increase or decrease of alternatives can be analyzed by carrying out simulation analysis. And the
effect of measures and scenarios also can be predicted in the early stage [58,59].

Based on the mechanism of tourists’ behavior adjustment under RTFDSI, when RTFDSI is released
to the tourist in the tourist spot, the tourist will generate the behavior adjustment as shown in Figure 3.
The selection schemes set includes “cognitive adjustment—continue to visit the tourist spot and will
not shorten residence time”, “behavior adjustment—continue to visit the tourist spot and will shorten
residence time”, and “no longer adjustment—leave the current tourist spot immediately”. It can be
seen that the behavior adjustment of tourists under RTFDSI discussed in this paper belongs to the
discrete decision-making behavior of tourists. Therefore, this paper used the MNL model [60,61] to
build the tourists’ behavior adjustment model under RTFDSI. In addition, the behavior adjustment
rules and relevant influencing factors are analyzed to clarify the interactive influence relationship
among tourists’ information demand, RTFDS, and tourists’ behavior adjustment. This research can
guide the implementation of RTFDS in tourist attractions.
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4.2. Estimation Method of Multinomial Logit Model

The behavior adjustment process of a tourist from a selection scheme set under RTFDSI can be
described by the utility function. According to the random utility theory, the utility function consists
of two parts [57,60], as shown in Equation (1):

Uin = Vin + εin(i ∈ An), (1)

where Uin is the utility of the tourist n selects scheme i; Vin is the non-random change part (fixed term),
calculated from the observed influencing factors variables; εin is the random change part (probability
term), caused by the influence of other factors which cannot be observed and the deviation of the
existing variables; An is the selection scheme set, An in this paper is 3.
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Assuming that tourist n’ utility Vin is present in the linear relationship, the manifestations of Vin
is Equation (2):

Vin = θXin =
K∑

k=1

θkXink, (2)

where θ = (θ1, . . . ,θk) is the coefficient for Xin, Xin = (Xin1, . . . , Xink, . . . , XinK) is the influencing factor
vector of tourist n select the scheme i.

If the alternative schemes are independent of each other, that is, the random change part (probability
term) is independent and obeys the same Gumbel distribution, then the probability of tourist n choose
the scheme i is shown in Equation (3) [57]:

Pin =
eVin∑

j∈An

eV jn
(i , j, j ∈ An). (3)

The unknown parameters θ of the MNL model can be estimated by the maximum likelihood
method [61,62]. The t-test is used to judge the influence degree of influencing factors on decision-making
behavior, when the absolute value of the t-test value is greater than 1.96, it shows that the influencing
factors have a significant impact on the decision-making behavior at 95% confidence interval.
The goodness ratio ρ2 is used to measure the accuracy of the model, when ρ2 reaches 0.2–0.4,
the accuracy of the model is high [63,64].

5. Case Study

5.1. Case Introduction and Description

In order to obtain the tourist information demand, and analyze the influence of RTFDS on tourists’
behavior adjustment, the survey of tourists’ behavior adjustment under RTFDSI was designed and
carried out. This paper adopted the face-to-face questionnaire survey method [65–67].

The questionnaire includes the information regarding:

(1) Tourists’ socio-economic attributes, including gender, age, education level, occupation,
monthly income, and whether tourist is a local tourist.

(2) Tourists’ tourism behavior, including tourists’ tourism information (residence time, tourist congestion
perception degree) of the current, previous, and next expected tourist spot, tour guide method,
the number of visits, visiting purpose, travel mode, companions.

(3) Tourists’ information demand of RTFDS, including preferred information release content,
information manifestation form, information release location, information release media, information
release frequency.

(4) Tourists’ preferred behavior adjustment under RTFDSI was investigated and obtained. The tourists’
stated preference behavior adjustment scenario under RTFDSI is the following:

Constructing a RTFDSI release scenario as shown in Figure 4. The information release content of
RTFDS includes the tourist congestion perception degree and recommendation index of each tourist
spot. The investigators show RTFDSI to tourists in the A-G 7 tourist spots (or tourist spots group) in the
Palace Area. Then, obtaining tourists’ virtual travel activity by asking, “the following figure shows you
the tourist congestion perception degree and recommendation index of each tourist spot in the Palace
Area at a certain time between 10:00 and 11:00. When you receive this information in the tourist spot
which you are visiting, what will you make the next tourism decision?” This investigation can inquire
about tourists’ behavior adjustment under RTFDSI, the behavior adjustment includes: “cognitive
adjustment—continue to visit the tourist spot and will not shorten residence time”, “behavior
adjustment—continue to visit the tourist spot and will shorten residence time”, and “no longer
adjustment—leave the current tourist spot immediately”.
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The tourist congestion perception degree ranges from 1 to 5, indicating the change range from
“uncrowded” to “very crowded” [68,69]. Before the survey, the visual evaluation method was used
to score the tourist congestion perception degree of each tourist spot during the tourist flow peak
period [70]. According to the attributes of each tourist spot in the Palace Area, the recommendation
index of each tourist spot is determined. The above-mentioned tourist congestion perception degree
information and recommendation index information are all the information needs of tourists under the
scheme of RTFDS.

The Summer Palace is rich in nature, culture, history, religion, and other attributes, attracting a
large number of tourists from all over the world. The problem of tourist flow congestion is especially
serious on holidays. In the internal of the Summer Palace, due to the attribute differences of tourist
spots and the imperfection of tourism information release, a great many tourists gather in some
core tourist spots of the Palace Areas, such as Happiness and Longevity, Hall of Benevolence and
Longevity, which is prone to stampede and other safety events. Meanwhile, there exist some periphery
tourist spots (e.g., The Garden of Virtuous Harmony, Wenchang Gallery, etc.) with a little tourist flow,
which do not play a good role in diverting tourist flow. Therefore, the Palace Area of the Summer
Palace was selected as the research object to analyze the behavior adjustment of tourists under RTFDSI.
Analyzing whether tourists can reduce their residence time in core tourist spots with high tourist
congestion perception degree and transfer to periphery tourist spots with low tourist congestion
perception degree through releasing RTFDSI. The survey was conducted on November 5, 2017.

After pre-treatment and cleaning for the data, 202 completely valid questionnaires were obtained.
The gender, age, education level, and visit number of survey samples are summarized in Table 1,
comparing with the analysis of tourists in Beijing [71]. The proportion of male and female is 1:1.
The composition of the gender is roughly like the gender structure of the analysis of Beijing tourists.
For age distribution of tourists in Beijing, the proportion of 20–39, >39, <20 gradually decreased, it is
the same pattern as our sample. In general, the survey data reasonably conform to the representative
sample and can be used for further analysis. The education background of the respondents are mainly
undergraduate college and junior college, accounting for 59.4%; 48.5% of the respondents visited the
tourist attraction for the first time, 33.7% of respondents have visited the tourist attraction 2–3 times.
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Table 1. The distribution of survey samples.

Attribute Category Quantity Proportion Analysis of
Beijing Tourists

Gender
Male 100 49.5% 51.19%

Female 102 50.5% 48.81%

Age

<20 2 1.0% 6.9%
20–29 126 62.4% 21.3%
30–39 57 28.2% 39.0%
>39 17 8.4% 32.8%

Education level

High school and below 20 9.9%
Undergraduate college, Junior college 120 59.4%

Master 57 28.2%
Doctor 5 2.5%

Number of
visits

1 time 98 48.5%
2–3 times 68 33.7%
4–5 times 17 8.4%
≥6 times 19 9.4%

5.2. Data Analysis

5.2.1. Information Release of RTFDS

Based on the survey data, the information release mode (e.g., information manifestation forms,
information release location, information release media, information release frequency) of RTFDS was
discussed. Figure 5 shows several types of information manifestation forms of RTFDS. According
to Figure 6, tourists’ preference for information manifestation forms is evenly distributed, and the
highest proportion is congestion schematic diagram of tourist spots and tour route recommendation
under congestion state, the proportions respectively are 25% and 22%. According to Figure 7, for the
information release location of RTFDS, tourists’ preference locations are 2–3 tourist spots in advance
and at the entrance, the proportions respectively are 44% and 29%. In other aspects, tourists’ preference
information release media are LED display screen, broadcasting, and official platform of the tourist
attraction, accounting for 42%, 23%, and 22% respectively. Tourists’ preference information release
frequency is less than once every 15 min, accounting for 87%.
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5.2.2. Tourists’ Behavior Adjustment under RTFDSI

The distribution of tourists’ behavior adjustment in tourist spots with different tourist congestion
perception degree is shown in Figure 8. When tourist spots’ tourist congestion perception degree
equals to 1 or 2, the proportions of tourists choosing “continue to visit the tourist spot and will not
shorten residence time” is the highest, accounting for 47% and 54% respectively. When the tourist
congestion perception degree of tourist spots is 4, the proportion of tourists choosing “leave the current
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tourist spot immediately” is the highest, accounting for 42%. When the tourist congestion perception
degree of tourist spots is 5, the proportion of tourists choosing “continue to visit the tourist spot and
will shorten residence time” is the highest, accounting for about 57%. It can be seen that under the
condition of RTFDSI, tourists tend to maintain their tourism satisfaction through cognitive adjustment
when the tourist congestion perception degree of tourist spots is low (= 1, 2), tourists tend to maintain
their tourism satisfaction through behavior adjustment and no longer adjustment when the tourist
congestion perception degree of tourist spots is high (= 4, 5).
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The distribution of tourists’ behavior adjustment under different tourist spot recommendation
index is shown in Figure 9. No matter whether the tourist spot recommendation index is 3 or 4,
the proportions of tourists choosing “continue to visit the tourist spot and will shorten residence
time” is the highest, accounting for 38% and 43% respectively. With the tourist spot recommendation
index increasing from 3 to 4, the proportion of tourists choosing “continue to visit the tourist spot
and will not shorten residence time” increases from 30% to 32%, the proportion of “continue to visit
the tourist spots and will shorten residence time” increases from 38% to 43%, and the proportion of
“leave the current tourist spot” decreases from 32% to 25%. It can be seen that under the condition of
RTFDS, when tourists at the tourist spots with a low recommendation index, they tend to maintain
their tourism satisfaction through behavior adjustment and no longer adjustment; when tourists at the
tourist spots with a high recommendation index, they tend to maintain their own tourism satisfaction
through behavior adjustment and cognitive adjustment.
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6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Estimation Results of Tousists’ Behavior Adjustment Model

Through the method of stated preference (SP) survey, the behavior adjustment of tourists under
RTFDSI was obtained, and tourists’ behavior adjustment model under RTFDSI was constructed based
on the MNL logit model.

Variables were screened by contingency table test and bivariate correlation analysis.
Through variable screening, the discrete variables brought into the model were tourists’ socio-economic
attributes (education level), tourists’ tourism behavior attributes (e.g., the number of visits, tour guide
mode), RTFDSI attributes (e.g., the tourist congestion perception degree of tourist spots), tourists’
information demand attributes (e.g., tourists whether concern the congestion duration of core tourist
spots, the distance between core tourist spots and recommended periphery tourist spots, the tour
route recommendation under congestion conditions, the ornamental value of each tourist spot,
the location and manifestation form of information release). The continuous variable is the tourist’s
age. The definition of above variables is shown in Table 2.

According to the characteristic variables and data structure table of the MNL model, the utility
functions of three choices are established, which are shown in Equations (4)–(6):

V1n = θ2 + θ3X1n3 + θ9X1n9 + θ12X1n12 + θ15X1n15 + θ20X1n20, (4)

V2n = θ1 + θ5X2n5 + θ6X2n6 + θ7X2n7 + θ8X2n8 + θ10X2n10 + θ18X2n18, (5)

V3n = θ4X3n4 + θ7X3n7 + θ11X3n11 + θ14X3n14 + θ16X3n16 + θ17X3n17 + θ19X3n19, (6)

where V1n, V2n, V3n are the effects of “continue to visit the tourist spot and will not short the residence
time”, “continue to visit the tourist spot and will shorten the residence time”, and “leave the current
tourist spot immediately”.
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Table 2. Dummy variable setting table.

Variable Name Classify Dummy Variable

Education Level (Abbr. Edu)

Edu 1: Undergraduate,
junior college 1 0

Edu 2: Master, Doctor 0 1
Edu 3: High School and

below 0 0

Number of visits (Abbr. Num)

Num 1: 1 time 1 0 0
Num 2: 2–3 times 0 1 0
Num 3: 4–5 times 0 0 1
Num 4: ≥6 times 0 0 0

The current situation’s tour guide mode:
recommended tour route (Abbr. CTGM)

Yes 1
No 0

The desired tour guide mode: optionally visit
(Abbr. DTGM)

Yes 1
No 0

The tourist congestion perception degree of the
current tourist spot (Abbr. Congestion degree)

Congestion degree 1: 1, 2 1 0 0
Congestion degree 2: 4 0 1 0
Congestion degree 3: 5 0 0 1
Congestion degree 4: 3 0 0 0

Concern 1: the congestion duration of core
tourist spots

Yes 1
No 0

Concern 2: the distance between core and
recommended periphery tourist spots

Yes 1
No 0

Concern 3: the tour route recommendation under
congestion conditions

Yes 1
No 0

Concern 4: the ornamental value of each tourist
spot

Yes 1
No 0

The desired location of information release (Abbr.
Location)

Location 1: Entrance, 1
tourist spot in advance 1 0

Location 2: The road
between the previous spot

and the crowded spot
0 1

Location 3: 2–3 tourist spots
in advance 0 0

The desired form of information release: the tour
route recommendation under congestion

conditions (Abbr. Form)

Yes 1

No 0

In this paper, the MNL model is calibrated by Transcad with the method of phased estimation.
The model calibration and test results are shown in Table 3. The absolute value of t-test value of
variables is greater than 1.96, which indicates that the variables have a significant impact on tourists’
behavior adjustment at 95% confidence level. The goodness ratio is 0.203, which means that the
accuracy of the MNL model is higher [63,64]. There is a strong ability to explain tourists’ behavior
adjustment under RTFDSI.

The model was analyzed according to Table 3:

(1) In terms of RTFDSI, the coefficient θ3 is positive, which indicates that when the tourist spot tourist
congestion perception degree is low (equals to 1 or 2), the tourist tends to continue to visit the
tourist spot and will not shorten residence time. The coefficient θ5 is positive, which indicates
that when the tourist spot tourist congestion perception degree is high (equals to 5), the tourist
tends to continue to visit the tourist spot, but will shorten residence time.

(2) In terms of tourists’ social and economic attributes, the influence coefficient θ6 is positive,
which indicates that the older the tourist is, the more likely to continue to visit the tourist spot and
will shorten residence time. The influence coefficients θ7 and θ8 are all positive, indicating that
the tourist whose education level is undergraduate and junior college tends to shorten residence
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time or leave the current tourist spot immediately; the tourist whose education level is Master
and Doctor tends to shorten residence time under RTFDSI.

(3) For tourists’ tourism behavior attributes, the influence coefficient θ9 is positive, which indicates
that the tourist who visits the first time tends to continue to visit the tourist spot and will not
shorten residence time under RTFDSI. The influence coefficient θ10 is positive, which indicates
that the tourist who visit 2–3 times tends to shorten residence time. The influence coefficient θ11

is positive, which indicates that the tourist who visit 4–5 times tends to leave the current tourist
spot immediately.

(4) In terms of tourists’ information demand, the influence coefficients θ14 and θ16 are positive,
which indicates that the tourist who concerns about the congestion duration of core tourist spots
and the tour route recommendation tends to leave the current tourist spot immediately. The
influence coefficient θ15 is negative, which indicates that the tourist who concerns the distance
between core and recommended periphery tourist spot is not inclined to “continue to visit and
will not shorten the residence time”.

Table 3. Calibration and test results of MNL mode.

Coefficient Explanatory Variable Estimated Value Std. Err. t-Test Value

θ1 The inherent dummy ASCI −1.664 0.920 −1.809 *
θ2 The inherent dummy ASCI 2.212 0.535 4.132 ***
θ3 Congestion degree 1 X1n3 0.825 0.444 1.858 *
θ4 Congestion degree 2 X3n4 0.499 0.453 1.104
θ5 Congestion degree 3 X2n5 0.946 0.384 2.460 **
θ6 Age X2n6 0.059 0.0269 2.198 **
θ7 Edu 1 X2n7 1.606 0.441 3.637 ***
θ8 Edu 2 X2n8 0.772 0.435 1.774 *
θ9 Num 1 X1n9 0.554 0.416 1.332
θ10 Num 2 X2n10 0.489 0.376 1.300
θ11 Num 3 X3n11 1.220 0.602 2.026 **
θ12 CTGM X1n12 −1.293 0.533 −2.427 **
θ13 DTGM X1n13 −0.924 0.459 −2.016 **
θ14 Concern 1 X3n14 0.656 0.364 1.802 *
θ15 Concern 2 X1n15 −1.345 0.425 −3.168 ***
θ16 Concern 3 X3n16 0.713 0.369 1.932 *
θ17 Concern 4 X3n17 −0.846 0.390 −2.167 **
θ18 Location 1 X2n18 0.429 0.332 1.292
θ19 Location 2 X3n19 0.878 0.507 1.731 *
θ20 Form X1n20 −0.783 0.369 −2.125 **

N = 202; L(0) = −221.920; L
(_
θ
)

= −176.819; −2
[
L(0) − L

(_
θ
)]

= 90.201; ρ2 = 0.203

Note: *. Relevance is significant in 90% confidence; **. Relevance is significant in 95% confidence; ***. Relevance is
significant in 99% confidence.

6.2. Tourists’ Behavior Adjustment under RTFDSI in The Palace Area

Taking the calibrated Equations (4)–(6) into Equations (1)–(3), based on the questionnaire data
in each tourist spot, the behavior adjustment probability value of tourists in each tourist spot in the
Palace Area under RTFDSI can be obtained, as shown in Table 4. Analyzing the average value of core
tourist spot A and F, 66.5% and 16.5% of tourists will choose “continue to visit and will shorten the
residence time” and “leave the current tourist spot immediately” under RTFDSI. While, for periphery
tourist spots with low tourist congestion perception degree, a larger proportion of tourists in tourist
spots B and C tend to “continue to visit and will not shorten residence time”. The above results show
that when tourists get RTFDSI in core tourist spots, they tend to improve their tourism satisfaction
through “behavior adjustment” and “no longer adjustment”, when tourists get RTFDSI in periphery
tourist spots, they tend to improve tourism satisfaction through “cognitive adjustment”. The “behavior
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adjustment” and “no longer adjustment” all shorten tourists’ residence time in tourist spots, and further
affect the spatial-temporal distribution of tourists among tourist spots. In order to further quantitatively
measure the impact of tourists’ adjustment behavior (tourists’ residence time adjustment) on the status
of tourist flow among tourist spots under RTFDSI, this paper respectively established the tourist flow
diversion simulation model under null information and RTFDSI.

Table 4. Individual tourists’ behavior adjustment probability under RTFDSI in the Palace Area.

Tourist Spot
Continue to Visit

without Shortening
Their Residence Time

Continue to Visit,
Shorten the Residence

Time

Leave the Current
Tourist Spot
Immediately

A 16% 72% 12%
B 53% 11% 37%
C 58% 29% 13%
D 16% 26% 58%
E 45% 47% 8%
F 18% 61% 21%

G1,G2 22% 47% 31%

6.3. The Tourist Flow Diversion Simulation Model

6.3.1. Tourist Flow Diversion Simulation Model under Null Information

This paper took the tourist spots of the Palace Area in tourist flow peak period “10:00–11:00” as
the research objects, established the tourist flow diversion simulation model under null information,
analyzed the tourist flow reception level of each tourist spot in the area through the operating model,
and provided the basic data for the establishment of the tourist flow diversion simulation model
under RTFDSI.

The steps to build the simulation model include investigating the spatial layout of the simulation
area and the travel rules of tourists in the simulation area, setting the flow chart, and setting the
properties of tourist agents.

Firstly, the spatial layout of the Palace Area was investigated to create the simulation area which
includes tourist spots and road network. Based on the map data (e.g., Baidu, Gaode) and field survey
data, AutoCAD was used to draw the tourist spots and road network of the Palace Area, as shown in
Figure 10. Then, the AutoCAD file was imported into the Anylogic model [72].Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 29 
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Secondly, the travel rules of tourists among tourist spots were investigated. Before the simulation,
it is necessary to investigate tourists’ transfer probability among tourist spots, as the basic data
of the simulation model. Figure 11 is the survey point map of the Palace Area, with a total of 11
survey points. The Palace Area is composed of A-G 7 tourist spots (or tourist spots group), A-Hall
of Benevolence and Longevity, B-Garden of Harmonious Virtue, C1-Longevity Hill, C2-Garden of
Harmonious Interest, D1-Phoenix Tail Pine, D2-Hall of Fragrant Grass, E- Hall of Jade Ripples, F-
Hall of Happiness and Longevity, G1- Heralding Spring Pavilion, G2- Wenchang Gallery, and G3-
Wenchang Pavilion. Among them, A, D, and F are the core tourist spots and the rest are periphery
tourist spots [15]. Point J and K are the west entrances and exits of the Palace Area, point G3 is the
south entrance and exit, point M is the east entrance and exit, point C1and C2 are the north entrance
and exit. The blue road section is the path which connects the above tourist spots. When conducting
the investigation, the two-way tourist flow volume on the road during peak period (10:00–11:00) is
counted at 5 min time intervals, the individual tourists and group tourists are counted respectively.
The survey time is 5 November 2017. The method of “manual counting + video camera” was adopted
to count the tourist flow volume.
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The travel rules of tourists among tourist spots include the residence time, tourism speed,
tourism direction (transition probability among tourist spots), and tourist flow volume into the
simulation environment [73]. According to the tourist questionnaire and follow-up survey, the residence
time, tourism speed of individual and group tourists in each tourist spot of the Palace Area are
determined, as shown in Table 5; Table 6. According to the continuous observation of tourist flow
transfer behavior among 11 survey points, the tourism direction of individual tourists and group
tourists among tourist spots in the Palace Area is obtained in peak period 10:00–11:00. For the tourism
direction, taking tourist spot A (Hall of Benevolence and Longevity) as an example, Table 7 shows the
proportion of tourist flow of individual tourists and group tourists transfer to the surrounding tourist
spots or roads at peak period 10:00–11:00 in the tourist spot A. Table 8 shows the tourist flow entering
the simulation environment during the peak period 10:00–11:00.
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Table 5. The individual and group tourists’ residence time of the tourist spots in the Palace Area.

Tourist Spot Survey Samples of Tourist Spots’ Residence Time (Unit: Minute)

The Individual Tourists The Group Tourists

A 5–12 5–10
B 15–25 15–25
C 15–25 15–25
D 5–12 3–12
E 5–12 3–12
F 5–15 5–11

G1 5–12 5–12
G2 5–20 5–20

Table 6. The tourism speed of individual and group tourists (unit m/s).

Tourists Type Tourism Speed Range

The individual tourists 0.82–1.38
The group tourists 1.32–1.44

Table 7. The tourist proportion of individual and group tourists from A to the surrounding tourist spots.

Time Period Origin Destination Individual Tourists
Transfer Proportion

Group Tourists Transfer
Proportion

10:00–11:00 A

B 0.05 0.00
C 0.06 0.00
D 0.13 0.37

the middle
passage 0.06 0.05

the north
passage 0.05 0.05

the south
passage 0.35 0.00

M 0.30 0.53

Note: The middle, north, and south passage are the roads extending from tourist spot A to the square.

Table 8. The tourist flow volume entering the simulation environment.

Time Period Origin
The Tourist Flow Volume Entering the Simulation

Environment (Unit: Person)

The Individual Tourists The Group Tourists

10:00–11:00

M 1729 757
C 731 0
J 1173 1113
K 917 0
L 1097 894

Thirdly, setting the flow chart to describe tourists’ travel behavior in the tourist dynamic model.
The several modules should be set, such as generation source, disappearance source, designated
destination, walking path, waiting time. Then, the connector is used to connect each module according
to the actual tourist flow situation [72].

Finally, setting the properties of tourist agents. The residence time, the tourism speed, the tourism
direction, are given to the individual tourist agents and the group tourists agents. The above properties
are shown in Table 5 to Table 7. Simulating the tourist behavior of tourists for one hour. Figure 12 is
the simulation animation of some areas of the Palace Area, and Figure 13 is the tourist flow thermal
diagram of the simulation area.
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The tourist flow density of each tourist spot at each time node is obtained through the simulation
model. Figure 14 shows the tourist flow density of each tourist spot in the Palace Area under the
condition of null information. The top fourth crowded tourist spots are A, D, F, and E. The tourist
spots with little tourist flow density are B, C, G1, and G2, the tourist flow density values are all lower
than 0.1 person/m2.

Analyzing the results of the tourist flow diversion simulation model under null information.
From Figure 11, it can be seen that tourists need to go through tourist spot A or F to arrive or leave
the Palace Area, D and E located in the important tourist flow passage, and tourist spot A, D, and F
are core tourist spots, so tourist spot A, D, F, and E have a high tourist flow density. Tourist spots B
and G2 are charging tourist spots, with low tourist flow arrival and low tourist flow density. Tourist
spots C, G1 have broad areas, with low tourist flow arrival and low tourist flow density. In conclusion,
the simulation results accord with the actual tourist flow situation.
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Figure 14. Tourist flow density of tourist spots in the Palace Area under null information.

6.3.2. Tourist Flow Diversion Simulation Model under Null RTFDSI

According to the survey results of tourists’ behavior adjustment under RTFDSI (Table 4),
when RTFDSI is released to tourists during the tourist flow peak period, the tourists in core tourist
spots tend to improve tourism satisfaction through “continue to visit and shorten the residence time”
and “leave the current tourist spot immediately”, the above two kinds of behavior adjustment all
shorten the residence time in tourist spots.

In order to further measure the impact of tourists’ adjustment behavior (tourists’ residence time
adjustment) on the status of tourist flow in tourist spots, this paper reduced the residence time by 10%
and 20% of core tourist spots (A, D, and F) in the tourist flow diversion simulation model under null
information, and carried out the tourist flow simulation. The tourist spots’ tourist flow density under
null information and RTFDSI in the same time period were compared to analyze the effect of residence
time regulation on balancing tourist flow among tourist spots, and further to verify the effectiveness of
RTFDS on balancing the tourist flow among tourist spots.

Table 9 shows the residence time after 10% and 20% reduction, the residence time of individual
tourists and group tourists in core tourist spots (A, D, and F).

Table 9. Individual and group tourists’ residence time after reducing 10% and 20% of the tourists’
residence time in A, D, F.

Tourist Spot

Residence Time after Reducing 10% Residence Time after Reducing 20%

Individual
Tourists’

Residence Time

Group Tourists’
Residence Time

Individual
Tourists’

Residence Time

Group Tourists’
Residence Time

A 5–10 min 5–9 min 5–9 min 5–7 min
D 5–10 min 3–11 min 5–9 min 3–9 min
F 5–13 min 5–9 min 5–11 min 5–8 min

Figure 15 shows the change of tourist flow density of core tourist spots A, D, and F at five minutes
interval during 10:05–10:25 after reducing the residence time of core tourist spots A, D, F by 10% and
20%. For core tourist spots, when the residence time is reduced by 10% and 20%, there are 60% and
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73% time nodes where the density is less than or equal to the tourist flow density in the condition
of null information. Taking core tourist spot A as an example, when the residence time is reduced
by 10% and 20%, except for time node 10:05, the density of tourist spot A is less than or equal to the
tourist flow density in the condition of null information. For example, at 10:25, the tourist flow density
value in the null information is 0.674 person/m2, when the residence time is reduced by 10% and 20%,
the tourist flow density value respectively drops to 0.623 and 0.608 person/m2.
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Figure 16 shows the change of tourist flow density of periphery tourist spots B, G1, and G2 at
five minutes interval during 10:05–10:25 after reducing the residence time of core tourist spots A, D, F
by 10% and 20%. For periphery tourist spots, when the residence time is reduced by 10% and 20%,
there are 73% and 60% time nodes where the density is more than the density in the condition of null
information. Taking tourist spot G1 as an example, when the residence time is reduced by 10% and 20%,
there are 80% time nodes (10:05, 10:15, 10:20, 10:25) and 60% time nodes (10:10, 10:15, 10:20) where the
density is more than the density in the condition of null information. For example, at 10:15, the tourist
flow density value in the null information is 0.008person/m2, when the residence time is reduced by
10% and 20%, the tourist flow density value respectively increases to 0.028 and 0.011 person/m2.

Comprehensively analyzing the results of Figure 15; Figure 16, when reducing tourists’ residence
time in core tourist spots, the tourist flow of core tourist spots can be guided to some periphery tourist
spots, and the equilibrium distribution of tourist flow among tourist spots in the tourist attraction can
be achieved.
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7. Conclusions

7.1. Theoretical and Managerial Implications

7.1.1. Theoretical Implications

Firstly, in order to play to the role of RTFDS, the information demands of tourists and tourist
attractions were comprehensively considered, and tourist spots’ tourist congestion perception
degree and recommendation index were determined as the information release content of RTFDS.
Secondly, for clarifying the interactive relationship among tourists’ information demand, RTFDS, and
tourists’ decision-making behavior, the mechanism of tourists’ behavior adjustment under RTFDSI
was analyzed.

Thirdly, in order to understand the preferences of tourists for RTFDSI, the information release
mode (e.g., information manifestation forms, information release location, information release media,
information release frequency) of RTFDS was revealed. In addition, the analysis of tourists’ behavior
adjustment in tourist spots with different tourist congestion perception degree and recommendation
index can help to understand the decision-making rules of tourists under RTFDSI.

Fourthly, to identify the main factors that affect tourists’ behavior adjustment under RTFDSI
and evaluate the effect of RTFDS on tourists’ behavior adjustment, the tourists’ behavior adjustment
model based on the MNL logit model was constructed. The model results show that: (a) tourists’
social-economic attributes, tourism behavior attributes, and tourism information demand attributes
have a significant impact on tourists’ behavior adjustment; (b) 66.5% and 16.5% of tourists in core
tourist spots tend to improve tourism satisfaction through “continue to visit and shorten the residence
time” and “leave the current tourist spot immediately”, the above two kinds of behavior adjustment
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all shorten the residence time in tourist spots and will further affect the spatial-temporal distribution of
tourists among tourist spots.

Finally, in order to evaluate the impact of tourists’ residence time adjustment behavior on balancing
the tourists’ spatial-temporal distribution in tourist attraction, the tourist flow diversion simulation
model under null information and RTFDSI were established respectively. The simulation results show
that: (a) For core tourist spots, when the residence time is reduced by 10% and 20%, there are 60% and
73% time nodes where the density is less than or equal to the tourist flow density in the condition of
null information. (b) For periphery tourist spots, when the residence time is reduced by 10% and 20%,
there are 73% and 60% of time nodes where the density is more than the density in the condition of
null information. The simulation results show that the tourist flow of core tourist spots can be guided
to some periphery tourist spots through releasing RTFDSI to tourists.

7.1.2. Managerial Implications

This paper can guide the construction of tourist attraction’s real-time tourist flow diversion scheme
system (RTFDSS). The above theoretical research results can used as references for information release,
such as information release content and information release mode (e.g., information manifestation
forms, information release location, information release media, information release frequency).

The results of simulation research indicate that reducing tourists’ residence time in core tourist
spots can induce some tourists to transfer from the crowded core tourist spots to the uncrowded
periphery tourist spots, and the reduction of tourists’ residence time can be realized by releasing
RTFDSI to tourists. Hence, when the management implement RTFDS, ATIS should be used to collect
and identify the tourist flow state of each tourist spot, RTFDSI needs to be updated in real-time
according to ATIS, so that tourists can know the tourist flow state of different tourist spots in time,
and make some behavior adjustment to balance tourists’ spatial-temporal distribution among different
tourist spots and alleviate congestion.

7.2. Limitations and Future Research

The premise of using the MNL model to study tourists’ decision-making behavior is to assume
that the tourist is completely rational. In the future, we should research the decision-making behavior
of tourists from the perspective of limited rationality.

In this paper, the factors influencing tourists’ decision-making behavior are not fully explored.
There are also other factors that affect the decision-making behavior of tourists, such as tourists’
residence (e.g., city-village, settlement unit with different size, suburban area, etc.), companion
(e.g., the presence of a small child needing a stroller), tourists’ mobility (e.g., whether easy to walk,
whether to need a wheelchair), and tourists’ individual personality. Tourists’ individual personality
can be obtained through psychological research. Therefore, future research should further expand the
scope of influencing factors.

Tourists’ behavior adjustment under RTFDSI mainly includes tourists’ residence time adjustment
and tourist spots visiting sequence adjustment. This paper mainly focuses on tourists’ residence time
adjustment. In order to further enrich the theory of RTFDS, future research can excavate the rule of
tourists’ tourist spots visiting sequence adjustment under RTFDSI, and analyze the influence of tourists’
tourist spots visiting sequence adjustment on balancing the spatial-temporal distribution in tourist
attraction by some simulation methods.
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